to the defining of African-American identity. The organization of the work is such that each part and/or chapter can be used individually to provide important information about the role of the African American press in determining African American identity in the postRevolution era.
The limitations of Bacon's text are few as she, in multiple instances, sidesteps landmines familiar to the study of African American history and culture. For example, in chapter four, "'Be Up and Doing': Self Help," discussing self-determination and uplift as a trope and core value in Freedom's Journal, Bacon counters the familiar argument that the nineteenth and early twentieth century uplift paradigms were "individualistic, non-confrontational, elitist, and focused primarily on adapting to the values of white America and gaining acceptance rather than on societal change" (99). Bacon challenges this characterization, arguing that it equates whiteness with morality, thereby suggesting African Americans had no 'indigenous' ethical structure. She goes on to assert that "To fully understand antebellum African-American selfhelp discourse … we must also consider the ways in which values associated with self-help were fundamentally related for antebellum African Americans to issues of freedom, survival, and identity" (101). Similarly, given the crux of Bacon's argument that the genesis of the first African American periodical and those that were created in its wake were not merely a reaction to outside forces or a response to the rhetoric of white supremacist ideology, but instead "a self-directed effort of African Americans themselves," who had an astute "awareness of the crucial power of writing as a tool of freedom" (41), it could be quite tempting for the author to represent the African American community as a monolithic group speaking in concert with one voice. Bacon, however, avoids such a simplistic reading and instead represents the variety of voices that contributed to the columns of Freedom's Journal as voices in conversation, not competition; all of these voices were necessary to the dialogue on self-determination. If Bacon is guilty of any misstep, it is over-romanticizing Freedom's Journal's contribution to the shaping of African American identity in the nineteenth century and over-extending the agency she affords the African American community of the same time period. As Bacon admits, the subjectivity of free African Americans during the post-Revolution era was hyper-determined and African-Americans existed in a peculiar state of pseudo-citizenship limbo-not slave, not free. While the revisionist project aims largely to restore agency to marginalized community, one must tread carefully so as not to render invisible the many facets of racialized oppression.
Bacon should be commended for her thorough archival research, which has made such a multi-dimensional analysis of Freedom's Journal possible, particularly considering the short tenure of the periodical (1827-1829). Ultimately, the utility of Bacon's study crosses a range of disciplines, as it has currency for scholars of history, journalism, literature and literacy studies. Similarly, it is a valuable addition to the library of any scholar interested in the role of discursive practices in the journey to American citizenship. introduces an important cartoonist, who prompts a closer examination of the comic strip and the single-panel gag as central features in the black press before and after World War II, at a time when African Americans were emerging as a consumer bloc with economic power and political convictions. From work produced between 1937 and 1956, Goldstein reprints seventy pages of carefully-annotated illustrations, framing them with biographical information and background research that establishes a perspective from which to revalue the power of the black press, not in its conventional acts of reportage, but in serial features in which "the news" and "the editorial" are often interlocked. Recovering material otherwise accessible only in deteriorated resources like microform, Goldstein reproduces numerous images from actual newsprint and, when possible, provides pristine copies of original artwork. She also reprints in full color two dozen pages from the Smith-Mann syndicate's ambitious postwar experiment offering black papers a lavishly-designed 8-page funnies section with an all-African American cast. Since the first two years of this funnies section were unaccountably never microfilmed and are thus unavailable even in research libraries, some material here has gone literally unexamined for decades.
Though Goldstein presents various works Ormes developed over her twenty-year career, at the center of her research is a trove of single-panel gag cartoons from the feature entitled Patty-Jo 'n' Ginger, which appeared in the Pittsburgh Courier from 1945 to 1956, then America's largest-circulation black weekly. Though the gags, Goldstein explains, "most often focused on topics relating to boyfriends, clothing styles and human foibles" (56), she is interested in moments when Ormes courts controversy, and she has selected and annotated eighty-eight examples (out of five hundred) that comment on a remarkable variety of hot topics: HUAC excess, restrictive rental covenants, ill-conceived Supreme Court decisions, Jim Crow laws, the
